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SEO is Important for your Startup!
■ Big channel of marketing
■ It brings high quality users
■ It’s not cost, but an investment
■ It builds trust
■ It helps you to build your brand



Steps to kickstart in SEO 
for your startup

1. Crawling, Indexing & Website Structure
2. Keyword Research & Targeting
3. Satisfy Searchers & Give Better Experience
4. Keyword Use & On-Page Optimization
5. Snippet, Markup & Schema
6. Alternative Formats & Engines
7. Links and Amplification
8. Conversion and Funnel Optimization



Step 1.
Crawling, Indexing & Website Structure



Where your blog/sections 
should locate?

■ No subdomains!!  (blog.startup.com)

■ No startupblog.com
■ No social content sharing networks 

(Linkedin, Medium, Cloob, ...)

Just keep everything in directories! 



Sign up for Google Search 
Console

You can also use these tools beside it:

■ OnPage.org
■ Screaming Frog
■ Moz Crawl

Free



Eliminate duplicates, 
search URLs and thin 
pages

Duplicate pages, search URLs and page 
that have very little content are going to 
rank your other content lower.

Oh! but they 
target some 
extra keywords 
for me.

They’re also 
going rank 
your other 
content lower!



Step 2.
Keyword Research & Targeting



Focus on long tail



Step 1. 
Make a big, broad list

Do it on Excel or Google Spreadsheet and 
write down what keywords you want to 
rank for.

Get help from these tools:

■ Google Suggest
■ Google Keyword Planner
■ Moz Keyword Explorer I Recommend



Step 2. 
You need some metrics

■ Volume: How much does it search?

■ Difficulty: How hard to rank? Based 
on competitors, and...

■ CTR Opportunity: How much 
organic search does the SERPs page 
have?



CTR Opportunity

Organic results on this 
page probably get 
~70-80% of the all clicks!



Step 3. 
Define importance and 
potential

Prioritize the keywords by the importance  
from 0 to 10, and define the keyword 
potential number by:

■ Ease and Difficulty
■ Traffic (Volume)
■ CTR Opportunity
■ Importance



At the end, you will have 
something like this:



Step 3.
Satisfy Searchers & Give Better Experience



What makes searchers 

Satisfy?

■ Know what they mean by their search

■ Provide the answer they’re looking for

■ Good Readability/Design/UI/UX

■ Answer to their next need

Use this to help your marketing



Identify poorly performing

Use Google Analytics to identify poorly 
performing pages on your website.

Metrics you should check:

■ Bounce Rate
■ Time on Page
■ Pages/Session

Very Important



Pogo-Sticking!
It means going back and forth from a search 
engine results page (SERP) to an individual 
search result destination site.



Pogo-Sticking!
Rand Fishkin Twitter based test about engagement data impact



Pogo-Sticking!
Rand Fishkin Twitter based test about engagement data impact



Step 4.
Keyword Use & On-Page Optimization



Using keywords

You should use the keyword in:

■ Title
■ URL
■ Meta Description
■ Headline
■ Inside Content

X Keyword Stuffing



One search intent 

You should target all these keywords on one 
page, not separate page for each one.

■ Best mobile phones
■ Best cell phones
■ Best smartphones
■ Best smartphones 2017



Step 5.
Snippet, Markup & Schema





Snippet, markup & schema

10 Blue links are almostly dead, 
nowadays you should focus on snippet, 
markup & schemas.

■ Check out Schema.org
■ Look keyword research for types 

that already appear in SERPs
■ Identify "answer box" opportunities Maybe Soon



Tools & Resources

Tools:

■ Google Structured Data Markup Helper
■ Google Structured Data Testing Tool

Article:

■ How to Boost Your SEO by Using Schema 
Markup

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/get-started-using-schema/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/get-started-using-schema/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/get-started-using-schema/
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/get-started-using-schema/


Step 6.
Alternative Formats & Engines



Alternative formats & engines

Think about non-Google sources of 
traffic/search:

■ YouTube/Aparat (video marketing)
■ Images/News/Apps
■ Maps (if you’re local)
■ Amazon/Digikala (E-commerce)



Step 7.
Links and Amplification



Choose link flywheel

You want to choose a link flywheel that's 
going to earn you links over time, there 
are a few different structures:

■ News and press
■ Content marketing/guest post/...
■ Partnerships



A good flywheel
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Step 8.
Conversion and Funnel Optimization



Important notes about 
conversion

■ Don’t expect you're going to rank 
for a keyword, then convert 
instantly!

■ Conversion rates move up by 
hundreds over time and views.

■ You should turn back them with 
social channels, branded search, 
through word of mouth or...



Thank You!
bit.ly/iwmc-seo
I tweet fruitful tips, don’t miss them  
Follow @FariidAsadi on Twitter

Resources:

Rand Fishkin
Moz
Search Engine Watch

Ahrefs
Similarweb


